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HorizonPSI becomes exclusive dealer of Guardian Ozone systems for pet food industry
Lawrence, KS – HorizonPSI and Guardian Ozone are proud to announce a partnership through which
HorizonPSI is the exclusive dealer of Guardian Ozone systems for the pet food processing industry.
Guardian Ozone systems provide sanitation solutions for clean-in-place equipment, contact surfaces,
storage rooms and even whole facilities. HorizonPSI and Guardian Ozone customize these solutions
based on individual customer’s needs.
Guardian Ozone applications feature patented technology that harnesses the power of ozone, one of
the strongest and most powerful oxidants available, to kill salmonella, listeria, molds and other
pathogens. Ozone is an effective and economical sanitation solution as it leaves no residue or byproducts, uses less energy than methods involving heat, is a clean-in-place solution and avoids
wastewater penalties. When ozone is combined in a wash-down process, it combines cleaning and
sanitation into one step. Guardian Ozone is significantly more reliable than other ozone equipment
providers, making it one of the best options for pet food processing sanitation.
“HorizonPSI is very excited to partner with Guardian Ozone and offer custom ozone sanitation
applications to pet food manufacturers,” said Wes Kuhl, HorizonPSI president. “We’ve delivered custom
ingredient management, transfer, storage and automation solutions for more than 35 years, so adding
this enhanced sanitation aspect further strengthens our advantage as a full-circle process solutions
provider.”
“Partnering with HorizonPSI was an easy decision for Guardian Ozone because of their success working
with pet food manufacturers,” said Chuck Smith, Guardian Ozone CEO. “We’ve long delivered the
world’s most advanced ozone generator technology to the food industry and many others, so we’re
pleased to expand that and bring the power of ozone sanitation in a reliable, cost-effective solution to
the pet food industry.”
HorizonPSI will showcase Guardian Ozone and other pet food processing equipment April 23-25 at Pet
Food Forum in Kansas City, MO. Those interested in more information may contact HorizonPSI at
horizonpsi.com or 1-800-842-1600.
About HorizonPSI
HorizonPSI, Inc., is a comprehensive provider of automated ingredient handling systems and
aftermarket support for pet food, food, plastics and chemical manufacturers. Its engineering,
manufacturing, component and service offerings deliver process solutions to customers worldwide.
From turnkey design and installation for new facilities or additional lines, to sustaining production
through parts, components and service, HorizonPSI is a trusted source for ingredient management,
transfer, storage and automation. HorizonPSI customers count on innovative solutions, quality

manufacturing and end-to-end personal attention that listens, solves and delivers. “Our business is your
business.”
About Guardian Ozone
Since its founding in 1993, Guardian Ozone has pioneered the integration of the most advanced
industrial automation controls technology. Guardian engineers, designs and builds advanced ozone
process systems for a wide range of applications and industries, including fruits and vegetables, seafood,
poultry, bottled water, laundry, agriculture, high purity water, aquaculture and now pet food. Their
approach and unmatched engineering capabilities have produced ultra-reliable ozone systems that can
be flexibly adapted for a wide range of needs. Guardian Ozone systems have been successfully installed
in more than 450 sites and in 17 countries over the past 20 years.
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